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February 19th, 1959.

Mr. F. H. Jowsey,
P. H. Jowsey Limited,
324 - 12 Richmond Street East,
Toronto l, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Jowsey:
RE: I AC DES ILES AREA

GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In our report of Octobsr 23rd, 1958, we recom 
mended that a limited ground electromagnetic and magnetometer survey 
covering certain airborne anomalies in the Lac des Lies area be 
carried out. This survey has now been completed and the following 
are our conclusions.

Area "A"
The survey indicated four distinct northwest -

southeast trending ma;?ietic anomalous zones coincident with medium to 
hi'Th electromagnetic conductors.

Area "B"
A distinct northeast - southwest anomalous

trend consisting of medium to high conductors and disjointed magnetics i 
was outlined in this area.

It is recommended that a total of four diamond
drill holes be bored, three to further investigate the two strongest 
anomalies in Area r'A" ; and one to explore the anomaly in Area "B". 
The coordinates for these proposed diamond drill holes are aa follows:

Hole Ho* Coordinates Dig MSEi.

1 5 * 00 E - 9 * 00 S 450 NE l
2 4+OOW-8 + OOS 450 SW l
3 4+OOW-29 + 003 900 l
4 50 * 00 E - 4 * 00 K 450 SE 2

Further detailed or exploratory diainond drilling 
o'" the above mentioned sones. as well as of the remaining minor 
anomalous areas, will be contingent upon the results obtained in this 
initial drilling.
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i, QDUCTION

In July 195B S Jayhud Minerals Lirnitsd presented
an airborne magnetometer map of the area I&c des Iles and Tib Lake, 
in the area west oT Lake Nipigon, showing two inagnctically anomalous 
areas*

In an agreement dated September 4th, 195Bj
Mr. Jean Alix was hired as an independent contractor to stake eighty 
claims on behalf of F. li. Jowsey Limited in the lac des Hss area.

On September 12th 1958j Lundherg Explorations
Limited presented us with four maps showing the results of an airborne 
electroma/rnotic survey (rotary field method) covering the Lac des Hea 
area. Several zones o r" medium to strong conductors wei'e located by 
this survey.

On October 7th, G, Dialer and W. Baker visited
the area and found that the rock outcrops on the centre islands of Lac 
des Iles consisted of diabase and gabbro. Dip needle readings up to 
1C50 confirmed the location of airborne magnetic intensity highs and 
could be explained by considerable amounts of magnetite encountered in 
diabase.

A limited ground electromagnetic and ground
magnetometer survey covering the airborne anomalous areas was recom 
mended in our report of October 23rd*

This survey was carried out from January 19th to
February 4th, and a total o f ̂ 0*4 line rniles..of ground magnetometer 
survey and 19*9 line miles of ground electromagnetic survey was carried 
out by this office.

Observations were taken at ICO foot intervals
along picket linos with 400 foot centres. The instruments vised, wers a 
Sharpe A-2 vertical intensity magnetometer and s. Turam electromagnetic 
induction instrument.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

Lac des Iles is located approximately thirty-five 
miles southwest of Lake Nipigon and fifty-five miles north of Port 
Arthur. It can only be reached by float- or ski-equipped aircraft* 
other than by water routes.

GEOLOGY

The Lac des Iles area has never been mapped in
detail by the Ontario Department of Mines and the only reference per* 
taining to this area is found in the Ontario Department of Mines Report 
32, Part III a 1923; by W* L. Swanson on geology of certain base and 
msridean lines west of Lake Nipigon. The only rock type mentioned in the 
Lac des Iles area is diabase reportedly exposed in cliffs up to 300 fast 
above Lac des Iles.



To the northwest of Lac des Ilea, this diabase
5.s reported to contain considerable amounts of magnetite causing a 
marked variation of the compass needle.

METHOD USED

The Turara is an electromagnetic method wheroby 
the primary field is produced by means of a long straight cable, 
grounded at both ends, or a closed loop, and powered by a generator 
using two frequencies (220 c.p.3. and 660 c.p.3*). '?ne gro~unded cable 
is o" sufficient length as to regard the conductive field as being 
caused by an infinite straight conductor, with the field under investi 
gation being energized by inductive current. The primary field 
induces secondary currents in any electrical conductors that may lie 
in the sub-surCace strata. These in turn create secondary electro 
magnetic fields. Field strength ratios and phase differences between 
adjacent observation points are detected and measured by tivo pick-up 
coils and a compensator. The presence of any sub-surface conductors 
are characterized by abnormal field strength ratios and sub-normal 
phase differences. By comparing the phase and ratio anomalies the 
indications can be graded according to the electrical conductivity of 
the corresponding bodies.

AREA "A" - (See Maps No.. l and O

The general magnetic trend on Map No. l, Area "A", 
is northwest, southeast, with at least four distinct anomalous aonea.

The strongest anomalous sone, ;-;ith a mean magnetic
intensity relief of approximately 1.5,000 gammas, trends northwesterly 
"or a distance of approximately 3,500 feet, between 14 * 00 E, 2 * 00 3 
and 16 -s- 00 VI, l? * 00 S. The particular trend has not been closed off 
to the northwest of Line 2L\. * 00 W. The ground electromagnetic survey 
has indicated the presence of a medium-high conductor^ coincident with 
the magnetic anomalous zone.

Due to the relatively high magnetic intensity
obtained; we feel that thera is a strong possibility that the anomalies 
are the result of local concentrations of magnetite, possibly in iron 
 "orms.tion, with which sulphide mineralization may or may not be 
associated.

We feel that this anomalous 3one warrants further
investigation by diamond drilling, and since it lies almost entirely 
under the lake, this can only be done at this time from the ice. We 
propose therefore, that a hole be drilled at 5 * 00 E - 9 * 00 3, at 
45O and bearing northeasterly and at right angles to the anomalous trend. 
A second hole, contingent on the Cirst results obtained, is proposed at

00 W - B -s- 00 3, to be drilled in a southwesterly direction with a
dip. (See Map No. 4)*
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\ The ne:ct inost promising anomalous eone in 

Area "A", lies to the southwest aricl parallel to the above mentioned 
zone, and extends ['or approximately 3-000 feet between 14 * CO E - 
9 * CO 5, arid S * 00 W - 28 -s- CO 3.

Again, the ground magnetic and electromagnetic
responses ara coincident, but in general are broader and less intense. 
One vertical diamond drill hole located at approximately 14 * 00 W ~ 
29 * 00 S is proposed to investigate this area, and also must be done 
 'rorn the ice.

Further detailed or exploratory drilling of the
remaining anomalous sones indicated in Area "A", will be contingent on 
the results obtained in the initial drilling.

AHEA. "B" - (See Maps Ho. 2 and 3).

A minor irregular magnetic pattern of readings
up to 7*000 gammas above background is shown on Map B. On Line 52 * 00 E j, 
erratic readings suggest a northeast - southwest trend of disjointed 
magnetics

The ground electromagnetic survey cutting normal
to the magnetic trend in this area shows a continuous medium to strong 
conductor coincident with the magnetic trend. This magnetic - electro 
magnetic coincidence is suggestive of a continuous geological body over 
a distance of approximately 1,400 feet in which localized concentrations 
of magnetic material (magnetite or pyrrhotite) occur. The electromagnetic 
response of Line 12 -t- 00 E is weak suggesting that the body has been 
delimited to the northeast. However, 1,600 feet to the south on lane 
4 * 00 3 a medium to strong electromagnetic conductor is indicated from 
which a continuation of the body to the south is inferred.

We recommend that this trend be explored by diamond
drilling and believe the hole should be spotted at approximately 50 * GO 13 
and 4 * 00 N (see Map No. 2) and drilled at -450 in a south-easterly 
direction.

If this hole should yield a fair intersection, 
additional drilling would bo warranted at once.

All of which is respectfully submitted, 

G. G. HUSTOM 4 ASSOCIATES,

C. C. Ruston,, P. Eng. W". G. Morrison' .
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